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Poetry! 

 

April is National Poetry Month!  



   
 

   
 

Angelina Santana 

 

Last year  

This girl  

This girl you see  

She was not a refugee  

But just a child 

But who loves to read  

To walk with grandma  

By the sea  

The nights were loud  

They had to flee  

So now  

We call her refugee  

She is child  

May she be free 



   
 

   
 



   
 

   
 

Lukas A. 

 

feeling kind of sad, 

feeling pretty bored. 

Feeling pretty bad, 

feel like I'm being ignored. 

  

I have a fragile ego, 

and I am real secluded. 

if school doesn't start up soon, 

I might get real diluted. 

  

It took a whole pandemic, 

to make teachers respected. 

though school can be systemic, 

teachers were neglected. 

  

I'm not even sure where my friends are, 

maybe they're far? 



   
 

   
 

The colors run wild through my hands; fabric 
My hands run free as I make a design 
All the ideas, I am ecstatic 
Why do I rush I have nothing but time 
 
I have the fashion bug I love it 
The way the ideas come to my mind 
Fabric everywhere so I grab my kit 
My fabric is perfect all is aligned 
 
The sewing machine comes to life, rumble 
Excitement fills the room no time to stop 
Suddenly as I work my hand stumbles 
Starting again I add flare to the top 
 
Diamonds all on top I am almost done 
My grand piece glistens in the sun 
 

(Nathael B.) 

 



   
 

   
 

1 My dog is a Tasmanian devil, 

2 she's crazy and never knows when to calm. 

3 Her maintenance is of a high-level, 

4 her hyperness is like a major bomb.  

  

5 Calm and nice only when she feels like it.  

6 It is a rare occurrence you may see. 

7 Although hyper, she is very unfit. 

8 She is a dog that is very carefree. 

  

9 Her name is Luna, which seems very sweet. 

10 Well, she is sweet. Just very playful, see? 

11 But she's a good girl, she deserves a treat. 

12 She's one in human years, far from thirty. 

  

13 Luna is a watchdog for us, you see. 

14 She has a tough spirit. Small but mighty.  

 

(Mia S.) 

 

 



   
 

   
 

The unique wonders of the emptiness 

Catches the most imaginative minds 

It can lead one to see it as a mess 

But may lead to some magnificent finds 

  

The stars shine bright among a black background 

The planets lie still within the black tarp 

One sits and marvels at the greatness found 

The beauty and awe make ones senses sharp 

  

Space may provide a sense of solitude 

Or it may ignite one's sense of wonder 

Insignificance, even gratitude 

May come to one's mind for them to ponder 

  

In due time, perhaps space may be traversed 

Will they find a blessing or something cursed 

 

(John G.) 

 



   
 

   
 

Online school is hard 

I want to go back to school 

My head stopped working 

(A NM) 

 

 
Someone take me back 

Online school is not the best 
School this way is hard. 

(BS) 

 
Online School is strange 
Everything is different 

But I will manage 

(NB) 

 

 

Online learning is 

My favourite thing right now 

Lol, no it's stupid. 

(JG) 

 

 



   
 

   
 

Family is loud 

I just hear about taxes 

So hard to focus 

(LA) 

 

 

Is school essential 

If so, why is school closed now 

Just think about it 

(MG) 

 

Online school is tough  

All we do is stay inside 

And do work all day 

(MV) 

 

 



   
 

   
 

Procrastination  

Online school takes very long  

I long to  return  

(SS) 

 

Online school's dreadful 

It was easier at school 

So tired and bored. 

(DW) 

 

 

I miss normal school 

I wish I got to say bye 

I will miss 8th grade. 

(DK) 

 

 



   
 

   
 

Online school is weird  

It takes some getting used too 

Hope this gets better 

(TS) 

 

 

 

a lot of homework 

it is very easy though 

i am just lazy 

(JQ) 

 

 

Online school is new 

Procrastination is real  

Someone please save me 

(CJ) 

 

 



   
 

   
 

I loathe online school 
the typing seems eternal 
take me back to school 

(NA) 

 

 

Online school is fun 

I turn in all of my work 

Fine maybe not all  

(JQ-C) 
 



   
 

   
 

Acrostic Poem for Corona Virus 

C-clean your house when you’re bored 

O-only God knows when it’s time for this virus to go away 

R-ready for a lot of sleeping in 

O-organize your books 

N-never go to the store with your mom nor dad until this is 

over 

A-appreciate that you can still do work at home 

V-visit your friend when this is over  

I-invite your family to play a game with each other 

R-reach out to your teachers 

U-use a yoyo when you’re bored 

S-share fun memories with you friends or family 

 



   
 

   
 

Janelle Cabrera 

A wonder child 

I have many dreams, 

I want many people to love themselves 

I want to have self-love 

We should include other people in our groups 

I don't want to be a bully anymore! 

I hope everyone lives a safe life despite this virus 

Janelle 

  



   
 

   
 

Tweets by Yolanda Arano 

 

little birds tweeting in the morning 

singing songs for all to here 

little feathers  

and joy to spread 

tiny feet  

little beaks 

and chocolate chip eyes 



   
 

   
 

Life by Yolanda Arano 

 

I am grateful for the trees  

dancing in the wind 

and the clouds watering the plants 

and the flowers for their smiling bloom 

and I love the grass that welcomes the seeds  

nature isn't just plants it's life 



   
 

   
 

Life by Kayla Margrey 

 

Life is a gift for which I am grateful 

and one we take for granted 

Every day is a blessing,  

an opportunity to love 

to grow and to become better 

The love and strength of my family 

are what makes me who I am 

and for that I am thankful 



   
 

   
 

poem by: Juliette Acosta  

I wish...  

I wish to be under the sun  

like a bird flying by. 

But we are all trapped in a dungeon  

below with no where to escape.  

Due to this outrage there may be never escape...  

hope must come out and save the day. 



   
 

   
 

Coronavirus by Ty Collins 

  

Because of Corona Virus, we are stuck at home. 

We cannot visit friends, we are like caged animals. 

Because of Corona Virus, we are learning alone. 

We are working hard, like hump back camels.  

When this all ends, we will be all together again. 



   
 

   
 

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT 

BY 

LIZ 

CARLA 

 

 

You came in the middle of the night 

Stealing our smile 

Your darkness fell on the world 

As the dark night is reflected in my window 

The sad soul rises 

Like volcanoes that burn in the heart 

Sweeping with hope and humanity around me 

The silence listens to the whisper of the water 

As the dawn brings us happier breaths 

It’s you 

Coronavirus 

Which is whipping 

And invading the fallen brothers without permission 

Even the oaks have never conquered 

The powerful tornadoes 

And today we raise our hands looking for the solution 

Of the blessed vaccine that they have said will be the cure 

For these dark days to be over 



   
 

   
 

HOPE by Neeana Keissner 

 

In my house I lie 

No person around 

All is still and silent 

But I still try to get up 

And see the sun rise 

Though today is a sad and gloomy day 

The sun will still come out 

And try to brighten people’s days 

It gave me hope not to stand still 

But keep going 

It was like a hand reaching out to me 

Telling me not to stop blooming 

I tried my hardest and failed 

But mistakes are the path to victory 

I will not give up like some people before me 

I will keep blooming 

I will NOT doubt myself 

And I will never give up 

Never in my life’s history 

 

Some may say it’s worthless to try 

Some may say it’s pointless to try 

But I say it’s worth to NEVER GIVE UP 

To keep going 

And win this race 

And never second guess yourself 

Because—It is important! 



   
 

   
 

Sky Wonders by Yolanda Arano 

 

The sky is an ocean full of stars 

so deep--when it grabs my attention-- 

it is like  drowning in discovery 

I could stare at the sky in wonder for years  

And when the sailing moon appears 

the bright light shines in my eyes  

the light will always keep me from falling asleep 

I remain awake & dreaming 



   
 

   
 

Stars by Yolanda Arano 

 

I am thankful for the stars at night  

they always find a way to shine bright  

from up close they are  huge 

but when they are far away  

 they always remind me of fireflies  

that go flying home to another 

finding a way to each other 



   
 

   
 

Our World by Isaac Boykin 

Our world is going through troubled times, 

 

Something never seen before 

 

But yet we continue to learn, 

 

Grow and even explore.  

 
Explore new ways to live, 

 

Learn from home but still thrive 

 

And when this all passes 

 

We will have all found new ways to survive. 

 

We will have learned to appreciate 

 

Unlike never before 

 

Even the smallest of things 

 

Like simply going to the store.  

 
We may have missed our friends 

 

Maybe even a party or two 

 

But nothing is more important than protecting YOU.  


